To sing, lift the chorus page up as required. The wassail
can be sung, spoken or traditionally howled to any tune
of your choosing although it was first performed at
Spike Island on 30th April 2017 to a tune composed by
Tina Hitchens as part of a ‘Grafted Chorus’ devised by
Freya Gabie for the Orchard Engagement Programme
Spring / Summer 2017.

Sing leaf, sing bud, sing mud, sing seed,
sing heart, sing 4eva, sing bark, sing weeds,
bark silver, bark green, up every wrong tree:
you can’t sing this right, you just sing to see.

Ring the year in with a promise of blossom.
Wring the year out with a handful of pomace,
three cheers of cider and a green slowness
sung — mid-sip! drink quick! — to the trees’ chorus:

Chorus

So here’s to the slow crow flying tonight
flying alone on a line of long sight.
And here’s to the rain that sees us see right
as the rain on the crow as she takes flight.

And here’s to the harm come home come home
in the warm hum of cars on Airport Road
to a fox in the bin! to the day bright as bone!
There’s no harm done, no harm done alone.

Chorus

Our shaken seed heads, we bury our heads
and sing this song to the roots and the dead.
There’s no harm done, no harm done alone.
And the trees grow here in a whispering dome.

So here’s to good luck and to luck’s good grief.
Here’s to looking under leaf under leaf
for something tender and something brief.
Pick love! time! and again! like a green thief.

Chorus

HENGROVE
WASSAIL
Hengrove Wassail is written by Holly Corfield Carr for
the Whitchurch and Hengrove Community Orchard
public engagement programme and was commissioned
by Bristol City Council. The orchard is a long term
public art project originally created by British artist
David Thorpe as part of the Future Perfect public art
programme: www.futureperfectbristol.org

We sing while rolling six pips on our tongues.
We sing of the future. We sing to be wrong.
to sing out of tune, out of time, out of songs.
These wild apple days, we sing to be wrong,
Chorus

